
PYCO AND THE POWER PEOPLE:

A PARTNERSHIP OF EXCELLENCE

All of our efforts at PYCO are dedicated to meeting the needs of

our clients in the power industry who depend on the accuracy

and reliability of our products and services.

By  working  together,  we  have  achieved  excellence  in

engineering and fabricating instruments that define the industry

standards in heat sensing and heat control critical to producing

electric power.

In addition to manufacturing equipment of the highest  quality,

PYCO  assures  its  application  is  maximized  in  plants  by

providing seminar programs for those who purchase, install and

monitor  heat  sensing  equipment.  The  results  have  been

gratifying.

We are proud of all PYCO's achievements since our founding in

1958. Described below are some innovations tat we feel are most

important to our friends in power generation and to the original

equipment  manufacturers  and  architect  engineers  who  serve

them.

• When the Westinghouse Electric Corporation wanted a

virtually indestructible thermocouple for blade path and

compressor  discharge  temperature  measurements  in

their  gas  turbines,  PYCO  responded  with  “long  life

headless  thermocouple  assemblies”  in  1973.

Westinghouse  introduced  them  as  retrofits  for  their

customers' turbines in the field. They are recommended

for use in all turbines from W-31 to W-251 a frames.

• PYCO  produced  the  first  of  our  present  TT7

thermocouples for Pratt & Whitney Jet Engines in 1974,

at  the  request  of  Public  Service  Electric  &  Gas

Company of  New Jersey.  PYCO makes  asbestos-free

wiring harnesses for these thermocouples.

• PYCO in 1975 set the industry standard that continues

today  with  our  high-reliability  spring-loaded

thermocouple.  This  design  provides  a  potting  adapter

under  the  spring  to  allow  the  connection  of  rugged

stranded wires as leads. Te design incorporates a twisted

junction in  grounded elements  to  insure  continuity in

differential expansion.

• To accommodate  the  demanding  insulation  resistance

requirements  of  General  Electric  gas  turbine  control

systems, in 1977 PYCO introduced a newly designed

headless  thermocouple.  It  worked  so  well,  it  was

adapted  to  General  Electric  steam  turbine  use  at

Kentucky Power, Duke Power, South Carolina Electric

& Gas and Ohio Edison, among many others.

• PYCO  introduced  an  improved  multi-point

thermocouple probe for exhaust  stack temperatures in

Westinghouse  501  series  gas  turbines  in  1979.  The

probe  features  ease  of  element  replacement  and  long

life, due to improved materials and design.

• Installation of some thermocouples was made easier in 1977

when PYCO began inserting them into bearings shipped to

us by the plant in which they would be used. PYCO also

provides a kit for later installation in the power plant when

the bearing is rolled into place.  Advancements have been

made, too, in the development of thermocouple leads to seal

against pressurized oil leakage.

• In  cooperation  with  PSE&G,  PYCO  in  1980  began

manufacturing  a  newly  designed  start-up  probe  with  air

purge and protected measuring junction.

• Pycoprobes  comprise  a  line  of  unique  measuring

instruments for temperature, gas extraction and pressure that

were introduced in 1984 for Pennsylvania Power & Light

Company. PYCO since has fulfilled the needs of dozens of

power plants, helping them achieve greater efficiency wih

the help of Pycoprobes. Since 1992, the line also includes

Pycoprobes made specifically for smokestacks.

• PYCO  engineers  in  1989  completed  the  design  of  the

primary  sensors  for  Dresser-Rand's  new  high-pressure

turbine. A year later, PYCO developed a high-temperature,

lightweight  and  easy-to-handle  turbine  test  thermocouple

for acceptance and heat-rate tests. This design also includes

a hook for spring loading.

• An improved design for Siemens gas turbine thermocouples

was  introduced  in  1990,  allowing  for  more  convenient

installation and removal at Delmarva Power & Light.

PYCO will continue working with all of our 

clients to research, design, engineer and 

fabricate the best possible heat-sensing and 

heat-control instruments fro the power industry.









Harness Assembly



Other Services

•  Experience Engineers

•  AutoCad Services

•  Wake Frequency Calculations

•  Design

•  Customer Inspection Manuals

•  Quality Inspection Plan

•  Qualification Records

•  NIST Calibration



 

“Serving One Customer 
          At a Time” 
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Our Value

•  80+ years of combine experience

•  A Quality and Reliable Service

•  Personalized Service

•  A full service manufacturer with technical support such as engineering 
 and design service, testing, calibration, and distribution of accessories 
 to enable us to offer a complete solution to the industry.

•  Commitment to a superior customer and partner Relationship

•  24/7 Service

•  Our Experience in your hands

“Serving One Customer
          At a Time”


